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E xpertpreneur® Magazine is committed to helping en-
trepreneurs who make their living sharing their knowl-
edge and expertise, build a lucrative business and an 
influential brand. Until now, there hasn’t been a maga-

zine publication tailor made to meet the needs of “expertpre-
neurs®”.  

I’ve created this digital magazine to bring together other ex-
perts, thought leaders and successful entrepreneurs to share 
their wisdom, insights and advice to help you build your “ex-
pert business”.  You’ll also find reviews and recommendations 

on great tools, templates, books, podcasts and other resources that will help 
you grow your business and extend the reach of your brand.

In ExpertPreneur® Magazine you’ll find useful advice, tools, templates, ideas, tips and 
strategies specifically designed to help “expertpreneurs®” grow their business.  In our 
magcast you’ll get articles, audio podcasts, videos, free reports, expert interviews, and 
useful strategies to help you take massive action to build the business you’ve always 
wanted.

In addition to providing great strategies, advice and tactics, we also provide you with 
some inspirational and motivational content because building an “expert” business can 
be hard work and everyone can use a little inspiration once in awhile.

Dedicated to your success

Sheryl Wolowyk 
Sheryl Wolowyk
Editor, ExpertPreneur® Magazine 
and Founder of Expert Elevation

To ensure you don’t miss an issue Subscribe to ExpertPreneur® Magazine today and 
receive one month FREE!

Click the Subscribe button Now.   

Subscribe today and take advantage of this time-limited promotion to receive each 
edition for only $1.99.  That’s close to 70% off the cover price and less than a cup of 
coffee!  So what are you waiting for?  Hit the Subscribe button and start building the 
business you’ve always dreamed of.

BY SHERYL WOLOWYK

SHERYL WOLOWYK

Note From the Editor

Note From the Editor
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Much has been written and said 
about Masterminds over the 
years. Napoleon Hill popularized 

the term and the process, in the seminal 
personal development book “Think and 
Grow Rich”, which has sold over 70 million 
copies (as of 2011).  Of the 16 laws detailed 
in “Think and Grow Rich”, the most signif-
icant is believed to be the power of the 
Mastermind Group.  Recently Mastermind 
Groups have been appearing everywhere, 
as this powerful concept has been shown 
time and time again to produce impact-
ful results for participants and lucrative 
business opportunities for those that lead 
them.

I have been involved in Mastermind Groups 
consistently for the past 15 years, in many 
roles: as a participant, as a leader; and, as a 
trainer supporting others to design, launch 
and lead their own groups.  

I can tell you that some have been AMAZ-
ING, some mediocre and some simply 
painful. Anyone who has participated in 
Masterminds can tell you exactly the same 
thing. Masterminds done well are noth-
ing less than magical in their ability to ac-
celerate learning and create leverage and 
income in a business.  Masterminds done 
poorly are nothing less than an epic waste 
of time and resources.

JAY FISET

Mastermind to Mil l ions 

BY JAY FISET

Mastermind Your Way to Millions
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My purpose here is to share with you the 
most significant elements of what works 
in the most powerful Masterminds, and 
provide you with the basics to implement 
Masterminds into your “Expert Business“.  
If you do it well, you can add 6 figures to 
your bottom line easily and 7 figures with 
a bit of work.

The 3 elements of Mastermind programs 
that, in my experience, are the longest 
lasting, most valuable and have been most 
profitable for me are the following.

1) The Well-structured and 
Led Mastermind Processes

The group must have an element where 
the members share with each other their 
experience, wisdom and network.  One of 
my favorite processes for this is the “Hot 
Seat” where one person comes with a goal 
or issue and the rest of the group supports 

them with resolution and best steps for 
moving forward. This rapid process pro-
vides a flurry of valuable insights and ideas 
that the person can utilize, and often pre-
sents insights that the individual would not 
have seen on their own.

The Hot Seat is now being done in many 
environments, however their execution is 
not always done well.  The truth is, I have 
seen a few that looked more like train 
wrecks than structured support. To avoid 
this ensure your Hot Seats are well struc-
tured and designed to hit the core of par-
ticipants goals and issues so they leave 
satisfied with the insight and wisdom that 
is shared.  Done well, this alone can be 
worth the entire fee that participants pay.  

2) Powerful Content

Think of it as group coaching that trig-
gers stimulating insight, connection and 

JAY FISET

Mastermind to Mil l ions 
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conversation.  This aspect is super simple 
for an Expertpreneur®.  You simply share 
some of your leading edge learning; give 
some behind the scenes insight into your 
latest projects; share a book review that 
is breaking new ground in your arena; or 
share a case study of one of the partici-
pants to name a few ideas.  

This is the easy part for Expertpreneurs® 
because you already make your living 
sharing your knowledge and expertise.  
For Expertpreneurs® the real danger is 
sharing TOO MUCH content.  To avoid this 
remember your goal is to stimulate and in-
spire connection and conversation.  Your 
role is not to teach or coach, it is to facili-
tate.

3) A Context of Authentic-
ity and Community

A place where people naturally feel com-
pelled to support and connect with one 

another both inside the Mastermind group 
and outside of it.  This is one of the most 
important and significant aspects of a Mas-
termind group that lasts.  

Here is my favorite assignment to create 
deep community connection fast!  At the 
inaugural meeting ask everyone to bring a 
gift of generosity as a way of contributing, 
without hooks, to the rest of the people in 
the group.  You will be amazed at how im-
pactful this can be.  I am consistently as-
tounded with what and how people give.  

This simple process creates instant grati-
tude and bonding between the group par-
ticipants, and sets an intention to support 
one another right at the beginning. This 
creates momentum for the group to sup-
port one another with ideas, connections, 
and in other ways, as they become com-
mitted to one another’s success.  This is 
a powerful aspect of the Mastermind be-
cause it uplifts participants and accelerates 
their business progress. 

JAY FISET

Mastermind to Mil l ions 
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There are many ways to implement and 
integrate all 3 of these elements and when 
you do, the programs are simply outstand-
ing and the benefits to your business will 
be monumental!

Where Could A 
Mastermind Fit in My 
Business Model?

Most of us are familiar with the premi-
um priced, high end Mastermind groups, 
where mere mortals pay for access to 
the enlightened, wealthy, famous or ex-
clusive location. That is a fascinating and 
highly profitable model but you need to 
be connected, and have deep pockets to 
get it started and get the PLAYERS to say 
yes.  Without being well connected, this 

approach is a more challenging place to 
start, so here are some alternatives I rec-
ommend.  These are 3 powerful and ac-
cessible models for Masterminds that can 
work for a skilled, grounded and compe-
tent coach or trainer.

1) Implementation 
Guidance and Support

• In this format you provide your long-
term support and guidance sharing  
your specific expertise.  This is a sim-
ple yet powerful model usually in the 
low to mid range of the price points for 
Masterminds, in my experience around 
$297  - $497 a month.  

• Benefits: A huge increase in your client’s 
success; a strong continuity model for 

JAY FISET

Mastermind to Mil l ions 
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your business; and a strong selling point 
for clients dedicated to actual imple-
mentation and success. A side benefit is 
that this approach often leads to great 
high paying “Done For You” clients who 
want to accelerate their implementa-
tion.

• Drawbacks: Sometimes leads to “Done 
For You” entitlement, at a “Done With 
You” price.  Another challenge can be 
that clients sometimes just want YOU 
the expert, not your coaches, which 
makes it more difficult for scalability.

Quick Math: 3 groups of 8 @ $397 a month 
x 12 months  = $114, 336 a year  

This approach is something that I believe 
should be a part of ALL Expertpreneurs® 

business models.  It is a win for EVERYONE!

2) Entry Level 
Mastermind

Another super simple and often over-

looked Mastermind model is the entry-lev-

el Mastermind.  This is an offering that ba-

sically boils down to you running groups 

where you build relationships, contribute 

value and literally educate the members to 

become your higher paying clients while 

they pay  $50 – $150 per month

• Benefits: you get a phenomenal test 

bed for product and service roll-outs, 

and a way to build significant influence 

with a relatively large community. 

JAY FISET

Mastermind to Mil l ions 
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• Drawbacks: To be profitable you must 

have back end offerings. You need to 

run some significant numbers for this 

type of model meaning that you must 

have a conversion process that WORKS! 

Quick Math: 4 groups of 10 at $100 a 

month is still $50,000 a year delivering 

only 4 times a month.  

This is clearly doable and profitable!

3)	 Industry	Specific	
Mastermind

Targeting your “expertise” at a specific in-
dustry such as dentistry or chiropractic by 
bringing together participants from differ-
ent geographic locations is an excellent 
way to focus on a niche within the Master-
mind concept.  By gathering participants 
from different geographic locations par-
ticipants feel free to share best practices, 
tips and tricks with each other without fear 
of competition and losing market share.  
These are generally more premium offer-
ings in the range of  $1000 - $2000 per 
month held at retreat locations for meet-

ings. These gatherings should include 

consulting type education and powerful 

content that can be utilized immediately 

upon returning from the event.  

• Benefits: Easy to create custom con-

tent, excellent profit margin and an easy 

to target group of prospects.

• Drawbacks: Converting members in re-

mote locations, travel and event admin. 

Quick Math: 4 groups of 8 at $2000 a 

month x 12 months = $768,000

These are just a few of the Mastermind for-

mats that can be used.  The reality is that 

I have never come across an Expertpre-

neur® business that could not easily and 

profitably integrate Masterminds to im-

prove the value of their offering, increase 

the intimacy and connection of their tribe 

or community, and add at least 6 figures to 

their bottom line.  I am willing to bet that 

the same is true about you and your busi-

ness.

JAY FISET
Jay Fiset is  a powerful  speaker,  a r isk-taker,  and a leader who 
reaches his  goals by assist ing others to achieve theirs.  He has over 
20,000 hours of experience conducting personal  development 
seminars.  His company,  Creators Code (formerly Personal  Best 
Seminars) ,  is  a leading seminar company that provides workshops 
promoting self  awareness and st imulating personal  growth.  
http://www.jf iset .com

JAY FISET

Mastermind to Mil l ions 



If you are ready to explore how masterminds will 
�t in your business I have 2 free gifts that will 
support you and make it SUPER SIMPLE to roll 
your mastermind group out FAST.

The �rst is a turnkey Mastermind Mentors Manual 
that has everything you require to integrate 
masterminds into your business now.  The value of 
this manual is $1,497. 
Download it here now.  

The second gift is a webinar called “Breakthrough 
Mastermind Secrets” that teaches you how to use 
the Mastermind Mentors  Manual in the most 
powerful and e�ective ways.  I dive deep in to the 

3 mastermind mistakes that coaches and trainers 
make when launching their masterminds and how 
you can avoid them.   You will have an opportu-
nity to register for the webinar once you have 
downloaded the Mastermind Mentors Manual.  
Please take advantage of these gifts, I promise you 
that they will both exceed your expectations.

 I look forward to serving and supporting you to 
Mastermind Your Way to Millions.

Jay Fiset
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As an Expertpreneur®, you understand the 

importance of knowing your target market 

inside and out. You know where your Ide-

al Clients hang out, their hopes, dreams, 

fears, problems and frustrations, as well as 

how best to reach them and help trans-

form their lives.

Because you have done your research.

Now, with the advent of social media, the 

new wave of marketing gurus encourage 

us to “join in our prospect’s conversation.” 

Get in the trenches, and meet them on 

their level. Speak to them in their words.

However, contrary to what you might be-

lieve, this concept was introduced way 

back in the 1930’s. Long before computers 

were even invented. (To be honest, almost 

every good marketing concept you hear 

“gurus” pass off as their own has a founda-

tion in the early days of Direct Response 

Marketing.)

Anyway, joining the conversation in your 

prospect’s head is an age old Direct Mar-

keting strategy introduced by Robert Col-

lier in his book “The Robert Collier Letter 

Book”. It’s a powerful way to guarantee 

you reach your prospects and get them to 

listen to what you have to say. Ultimately 

earning you more sales.

That’s why today I’m sharing with you the 

foundation of this powerful marketing 

technique, and how you can implement 

that in your business.

You’ll find out about Robert Collier and his 

incredible legacy...

PROSPECT’S HEAD
BY SHERYL WOLOWYK

Join the Conversation in Your 

SHERYL WOLOWYK

Join the Conversation in your Prospect’s  Head
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The secrets to this marketing technique 

you must know before implementing it...

And tactics to tackle challenges like your 

prospect’s “sophistication”...

The Early Days of Direct 
Response Marketing

It’s fascinating to think that a method of 

marketing has been in use for over 100 

years.

Truly, Direct Response has been a large 

source of businesses’ success since the 

late 1800s. In fact, many of the techniques 

we use today are largely unchanged from 

what worked then. Any shift in the industry 

has primarily been due to new means of 

communications.

Robert Collier was born in 1885, and was 

on course at a young age to become a 

priest. However, before taking his vows, he 

decided to move away from home to seek 

fortune.

After an 8-year stint in West Virginia work-

ing as a mining engineer, he moved to NYC 

where he joined the advertising depart-

ment of the P.F. Collier Publishing Compa-

ny. There he developed his skills in writing 

sales copy and created incredibly success-

ful letters selling thousands of products.

Eventually, after suffering through and re-

covering from a serious illness, he started 

to research New Thought metaphysics 

and ideas around success being possi-

ble when you envision it. You’ve probably 

been exposed to some of these philoso-

phies, made popular in the book called 

“The Secret”. In doing so, he became a big 

proponent of abundance, visualization, 

and becoming the best you can be. 

SHERYL WOLOWYK

Join the Conversation in your Prospect’s  Head
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He developed many books and courses on 

the topic, teaching people how to trans-

form their lives for the better (much like 

you do!). Within six months after his pub-

lishing his first book set, he received over 

one million dollars in orders. All due to his 

incredible and focused sales copy.

Collier is considered one of the greatest 

marketing minds of our time. And his most 

famous book among marketers, The Rob-

ert Collier Letter Book, is a true gem. In 

fact, for a long time it was out of print, and 

you couldn’t find a print copy for less than 

$1000.

What His Success Can 
Teach You

Any good copywriter will tell you that un-

derstanding the “conversation” your pros-

pects are having in their own heads is vital 

to the success of your marketing.

Imagine if you were having a deep chat 

with a friend when all of a sudden a sales-

man loudly interrupts you trying to sell 

you a book. You probably wouldn’t be too 

thrilled with that, right?

That’s exactly how your prospects will feel 

if your communications don’t relate to 

their needs or their hopes and aspirations. 

Your marketing must take into considera-

tion what is on their mind. 

That’s not to say you need supernatural 

powers to understand what they’re think-

ing about exactly at any given moment. You 

just need to understand their overall deep-

est fears, problems, frustrations, hopes and 

dreams. So you can tap into those feelings 

right away with your marketing communi-

cations, and compel them to listen to you.

Basically, you have to put yourself in their 

shoes. If you were your Ideal Client, what 

would you want to read about? What 

would make you want to read more? What 

is the conversation going on in your head?

I’ve written a [blog series about A.I.D.A.] (At-

tention, Interest, Desire, and Action), the 

fundamental formula for good copywrit-

ing. Successfully getting your prospect’s 

attention requires you to immediately tap 

into what they are thinking. What is nag-

ging them in the back of their minds? 

What they are thinking to themselves as 

they read your sales copy?

Do it effectively, and you’ll be well on your 

way to making the sale. Ignore it, and they 

will ignore your communications.

SHERYL WOLOWYK

Join the Conversation in your Prospect’s  Head
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Specific	Ways	to	
Implement This

Part of joining their conversation in their 

head is considering how “sophisticated” 

your prospect is. Sophistication is essen-

tially the amount of exposure they’ve had 

to marketing and messaging from compa-

nies like yours.

If they are consistently bombarded with 

big claims in your industry (a plague in the 

health and wellness niche), you should 

avoid doing the same. Approach your 

prospect in a personal way, showing you 

understand their deeper needs. Prove you 

can get them to where they want to be.

Another huge element to consider is what 

they are thinking while they are reading 

your sales letter. “Is this even doable? Can 

I be successful with this? Why can’t I wait 

until tomorrow?” It’s up to you to strategi-

cally counter these questions through your 

sales materials with social proof, demon-

strations, etc... 

For example, as your prospect gets close 

to the end of your letter, they will prob-

ably become anxious. In order to counter 

those feelings, you would have to address 

head on the danger of putting things on 

hold. 

If you are a personal finance coach, you 

might say, “you may be thinking that you 

want to wait. That you’ll have time tomor-

row, next week, or next year to get out 

of debt. You just have to get through this 

wedding, or that vacation, or this family af-

fair.

Well, I want you to know that if you wait... 

tomorrow will never come. There will al-

ways be something in the way. An excuse 

not to turn your life around. You’ll always 

carry around a burden, wondering when 

it will ever go away. Even worse, you’ll be 

paying more and more in interest each 

and every month. Digging a hole so deep, 

you don’t know if you’ll ever get out.

But if you let me help you right now you 

will finally lose that heavy burden on your 

shoulders. You’ll be free from the shack-

les of debt and the fear and worry for your 

family. You’ll finally be able to live the life 

you’ve dreamed of.”

Attacking it head on like that effectively ad-

dresses the issue, while keeping your pros-

pect engaged in how you can help them. 

Another side of this coin is addressing is-

sues before your prospect can think of 

them. Perhaps they’ve seen a lot of prod-

ucts like yours. Or there’s an obvious mis-

giving with your product – perhaps it’s 

expensive, lengthy, or a huge time com-

mitment.

To address this potential problem, you’d 

want to bring up the objection right away 

and deal with it. Lay everything right out 

on the table and explain why it’s not as big 

an issue as not taking action to solve their 

problem, with of course, your solution.  

SHERYL WOLOWYK

Join the Conversation in your Prospect’s  Head
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Raising objections will be disarming be-

cause it will be unexpected.  People aren’t 

used to having objections raised for them, 

so you will build trust and when you give 

solid rationale as to why it’s still a good idea 

to go ahead. They will be open to the idea 

of making the purchase.  They can’t help 

but listen to what you have to say because 

you’ve overcome all their objections.

Converse Your Way to 
Success

While social media has opened a world 

of possibilities for communications, you 

shouldn’t allow yourself to be solely swept 

up with what’s “new and trendy” in market-

ing. 

Facebook, Twitter, and other platforms are 

valid means of marketing your business. 

However, standard direct response mar-

keting is still the best option for you to ex-

perience the success you dream of. You’ll 

spend less money, get better results, and 

earn more in the process. 

Plus, you’ll know exactly what works and 

what doesn’t.

“Joining the conversation in your pros-

pect’s head” is just one of many direct re-

sponse elements you can incorporate into 

your marketing. So, in the interest of em-

bracing the old along with the new, try fol-

lowing what your Ideal Clients are saying 

on social media, and then utilize that intel-

ligence to make an effective sales page for 

an info product, to use it in a webinar, or 

incorporate it in a sales presentation from 

stage.  When you speak about what your 

Ideal Clients are already thinking, they will 

feel that you understand them better than 

any of your competitors, and in some cas-

es better than they understand themselves.  

You will be amazed by the results. And if 

you are really fascinated by the Direct Re-

sponse Marketing world, I highly recom-

mend you give The Robert Collier Letter 

Book a read. It is fantastic (and now it’s 

available at a very reasonable price on 

Amazon.com). 

SHERYL WOLOWYK 
Sheryl  Wolowyk is  Founder of Expert Elevation a business coaching 
and entrepreneur training company for “expertpreneurs®” who 
make a l iv ing sharing their  knowledge and expert ise.  Sheryl  shows 
“expertpreneurs®” how to grow a lucrative business and inf luential 
brand with her income acceleration system & “expertpreneur®” 
roadmap.  She provides onl ine programs, l ive events,  coaching 
and VIP days to help cl ients develop an effective business strategy 
and uti l ize s imple but powerful  marketing and sales techniques to 
attract a steady stream of ideal  cl ients,  so they can l ive the l i fe 
of their  dreams while making a big difference in the l ives of their 
cl ients.  www.expertelevation.com

SHERYL WOLOWYK
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Get New Clients on the Train 
BY ORVEL RAY WILSON, CP

ORVEL RAY WILSON

Get New Clients on the Train

I f you ask people, 

“What sort of work 

do you do?” most will 
respond with one word. 

“Accountant.”
“Engineer.”
“Consultant.”

This week I passed a strip 
mall with perhaps the 
worst example: bright 
lighted sign with big 
red letters, spelling out, 
“Chiropractor.”  

And we wonder why we struggle to find 
new clients.  

The Secret is to Get Them 
on the Train.

Just this afternoon, our local NPR station 
was running a fundraiser.  Your contribu-
tion earns a chance to win an Australian 
vacation. The announcers droned on and 
on about how this was “a trip of a life-
time,” and “worth $8,000,” and “you’ll see 
penguins and koalas,” while repeating the 

phone number incessantly. Yawn.  

But then they played a segment from the 

travel agency describing the train ride from 

Melbourne to Adelaide.

“Leaving Melbourne at 8:00, you’ll be in 

the Premier Red seats, so you’ll have a re-

ally comfy seat and great big picture win-

dows that gaze out at the countryside.  

You’ll pass through Eucalyptus forests, 

rolling green farmland, and expansive de-

sert plains.  You’ll arrive in Adelaide around 

6:00.”  In great detail, he described the 

route of this great adventure.  

Guerr i l la  Market ing for ExpertPreneurs®
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Instead of dreading a 10 hour trip trapped 

on a train, I could almost see the kanga-

roos bouncing across the far horizon as 

I drove.   And the studio phones started 

ringing. 

The lesson for ExpertPreneurs® is that it’s 

not enough to parrot your profession.  It’s 

not even enough to promise a benefit.   You 

have to get them on the train.  Show them 

where they’re going, and what they’ve left 

behind. 

Imagine, standing on the platform, and 

this train is about to embark on a wonder-

ful journey.  You shout, “Hey, there’s lots of 

open seats.  It’ll be great!  All you have to 

do is step aboard.   We’ll have you home 

by supper!”

The train, of course, is you and the won-

derful work you do with your clients.  Their 

computers are humming, they have a new 

resume headshot, or they’ve settled a tax 

problem.  You help clients get from “here” 

(they have a problem to solve) to “there” 

(you’ve helped them solve it.)  Now take 

them on that journey.  Let them experi-

ence what it’s like to work with you. 

Blow the Whistle

One of the most awesome weapons in 

your Guerrilla Marketing Arsenal is your 

Elevator Pitch.  That’s the script you use 

when someone asks, “So, what do you 

do?” If you had only 20 or 30 seconds to 

engage them, what would you say to get 

their attention, not counting, “Sorry, but I 

believe your pants are on fire”?

Your Guerrilla Elevator Pitch consists of 
three parts:  1) what you do, 2) who you 
do it for, and 3) two ways they benefit.   

“At the Guerrilla Group, we help small busi-
nesses use low-cost marketing to increase 
sales and build profits.”  

That’s like blowing the whistle on the train.  
You’ve gotten their attention, or not.

If not, that’s a good thing, because this trip 
is not for everyone.  People will either say, 
“That’s nice!”  (translation: I couldn’t care 
less now buzz-off) or, “Hummm. . .  that’s 
interesting,” (tell me more). 

Instead of, “I’m a tax accountant,” how 
about, “I help honest small-business own-
ers take every legal deduction, and save 
them thousands of dollars in taxes.”

Instead of “environmental engineering,” 
try, “We help small cities recover quickly 
after severe storms or floods, and help 
minimize damage in the future.”   

Instead of “SEO consultant,” what if you 
said, “I help companies get found on the 
Internet, and attract their best, most-moti-
vated, prospects, right when they’re ready 
to buy.”

You get the idea. Notice the structure.  
What.  Who. And 2 benefits. 

How long? Like a mini-skirt; just long 
enough to cover the essentials. 

“But what if I have more than one area 
of expertise?” Maybe you’re like my good 
friend Debi.  She’s a very fine jazz pianist, 
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but she also teaches piano, tutors elemen-
tary math and English, and teaches Japa-

nese to professionals. 

That’s simple.  You need a value proposi-

tion for each offering, and each audience.  

So Debi might say, “I help elementary grade 

children to excel at math.”  OR she might 

say, “I teach executives who travel abroad 

essential Japanese; at least enough to re-

ally impress their clients.”  

It depends on who’s in the elevator.  Smart 

ExpertPreneurs® will write several, edit 

them to the nub, and memorize them ver-

batim. 

Why	Two	Benefits?

That’s because some people are moti-

vated toward some positive outcome, or 

away from some problem or pain.  Peo-

ple who are toward-motivated buy lottery 

tickets.  People who are away-from buy 

flight insurance.  So your value proposition 

is going to be most effective if it includes 

one of each.  Where is the train going to 

go, and what are we leaving behind. 

Use Powerful, Persuasive 
Language

There are many variations on this list.  One 

myth is that Yale University researchers 

somehow discovered the 12 most per-

suasive words in English. The truth is even 

more interesting.  On August 14, 1961, an 

ad appeared in the New York Times, with 

the headline, “The New Sell.”  

“Most persuasive selling words, accord-

ing to recent research: You, Easy, Money, 

Save, Love, New, Discovery, Results, Prov-

en, Health, Guarantee.”

-- Marketing Magazine

The research may be a myth, but the words 

are indeed persuasive.  In 1963, David Ogilvy, 

in his seminal book, Confessions of an Ad-
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vertising Man, published his own list of the 

20 most persuasive words in advertising:

1. suddenly
2. now

3. announcing

4. introducing

5. improvement

6. amazing

7. sensational

8. remarkable

9. revolutionary

10. startling

11. miracle

12. magic

13. offer

14. quick

15. easy

16. wanted

17. challenge

18. compare

19. bargain

20. hurry

Ogilvy became the most famous copy-
writer in the world, and built the tenth big-
gest agency in the world.  So hurry, and 
get on the train.  These words work like 
magic.  You’ll see amazing improvement.  

The results are remarkable.  Now compare 
that with “Chiropractor.” 

Now You Can Tell a Story
You’re ready to deploy your Capabilities 

Statement (which we discussed in the May 

issue of this magazine).   This is where you 

describe the journey, step-by-step.  That 
gets them gazing out the window.

A consultant might say, “I’ve been work-
ing with an electrical testing company in 
the UK.  We meet every week over SKYPE 
to discuss whatever challenges the owner 
happens to be facing that week.  This cli-
ent — I’ll call him James, because, that’s 
his name — wanted to grow the business 
by advertising for new customers.  I ad-
vised that we begin by recording and ana-
lyzing the inbound calls they were already 
receiving.  A team of three salespeople 
were taking 20 to 30 inquires a day, but 
only closing 50%.  

I listened to the recordings and found two 
important flaws.  They weren’t building 
rapport and they weren’t closing proper-
ly.  The owner changed the script, and a 
month later, they’re closing 75%.  Now, tell 
me about your business?”  

See, NOW they’re on the train, ready to 

join you on a journey of their own. 

ORVEL RAY WILSON
Orvel  Ray Wilson,  CSP is  co-author of s ix books in the legendary 
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keynote speeches,  conducting public seminars,  pr ivate workshops,  and 
consult ing with cl ients around the world.   He special izes in helping 
people just  l ike you get the edge they need to succeed in today’s hyper-
competit ive environment.    Learn more at  www.Guerri l laGroup.com.  I f 
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The Buyer’s  Journey - Part  2 

L ast month I talked about how drasti-

cally buyer behaviour has changed 

in the past few years. If you missed 

that article you can read it here.  We talked 

about how the world has gone digital and 

there’s an abundance of information avail-

able to anyone who has an Internet con-

nection. What’s changed is that people 

rely far less on gathering their “research” 

from sales people and are now searching 

for questions to their answers online, and 

seeking recommendations from their fam-

ily, friends and colleagues. 

In order to successfully sell to the modern 

buyer, you need to shift the way you mar-

ket to them. Mass advertising is losing its 

effectiveness. Broadcasting to a wide audi-

ence in hopes that you’ll attract a few peo-

ple who actually need what you sell is no 

longer a winning strategy because people 

are getting better and better at tuning out 

this type of mass marketing.

Last month I shared with you an overview 

of the three stages a buyer goes through 

before making a purchase. This 3-stage 

process is known as the buyer’s journey. 

In this article I’m going to start going into 

more detail on the strategy you use to get 

the buyer’s attention and position yourself 

as an expert or a thought leader - and to 

eventually win their business.

In the first stage, the Awareness stage, the 

buyer isn’t looking for a solution. They’ve 

only just discovered they have a problem 

and now they’re looking for information. 

They want to better understand their prob-

lem and learn about potential solutions. 

Only when they feel they have the infor-

mation they need, will they seek out pos-

sible solutions.

This is the part mass marketing doesn’t 

address. This is what most businesses are 

missing out on. They advertise their prod-

ucts and services as a solution to the pros-

pect’s problem without first addressing the 

problem. It’s making the assumption that 

the buyer fully understands their problem 

and intelligently understands how to fix it.

BY JEFF SCHNEIDER

THE BUYER’S JOURNEY 
Part II

Inbound Market ing
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In comparison, that’s 

like visiting your 

doctor and com-

plaining you have 

pain and the doc-

tor just whips out 

their pad and writes 

you a prescription. 

That’s not how it’s 

done. A good doctor 

is going to take some 

time to ask you questions, 

run through a series of ex-

aminations or tests, and then 

make a suggestion or recom-

mendation to you. You want to 

take a similar approach with your 

marketing.

Before you can create marketing that 

really speaks to your ideal customer, 

you need to know what causes them to 

search for information online about your 

industry in the first place. You need to de-

termine what their trigger is - and some-

times there’s more than one. An event or 

a set of events has taken place for the buy-

er that causes them to become aware of 

their problem. They’ve also come up with 

a correlating goal they feel they need to 

achieve to eliminate their problem. Some-

times they know what this goal is, and oth-

er times they discover it after doing some 

research. 

For example, in my industry we sell pri-

marily to C-level executives and marketing 

professionals. 

Some of their triggers include:

• “My current marketing strategy isn’t 

working” 

• “I’m not sure what’s bringing in new 

leads and customers”

• “We need more and/or better qualified 

leads”

JEFF SCHNEIDER
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The correlating goals 
would be: 

• “I need to learn more effective online 

marketing tactics”

• “I need a way to track and measure my 

marketing activities”

• “I need to get my sales team focused 

on prospects most likely to convert to 

customers”

Once you’ve outlined your ideal cus-

tomer’s triggers and goals, the next step 

is to brainstorm a list of commonly asked 

questions and answers that correspond to 

those triggers and goals. These questions, 

and your answers, are what form the foun-

dation of the top of your marketing funnel 

and how you’ll attract and get found by 

your prospects. 

The first tactic you’re going to employ will 

be blogging. Your objective is to write in-

formative, educational articles that you’ll 

publish to your blog. Each blog post will 

address one of these questions and pro-

vide your answer. You want to shoot for 

a minimum of 600 words and make sure 

to optimize them for a relevant keyword 

phrase associated with what your buyers 

would be searching for.

These blog posts are how you get your 

ideal customer’s attention at the begin-

ning of their buying process. Your pros-

pect will be searching online for the an-

swers to their questions and this is how 

they will find you. But once they arrive on 

your blog you need to have them identify 

themselves and opt into your marketing 

funnel. 

The tactic you use to convert a visitor to 

a lead is what’s known as a premium con-

tent offer, or what I sometimes refer to as 

an ethical bribe. It’s basically a more in-

depth piece of content like an eBook or 

a whitepaper that speaks directly about 

the buyer’s trigger and goal and provides 

some solutions. An interested prospect 

will then trade their contact information to 

download the offer. This premium content 

piece serves a few purposes. It’s meant to 

establish trust with the buyer, to demon-

strate your thought leadership, and to be-

gin to introduce your positioning.

To get the reader to download your premi-

um content piece you’re going to include 

a call-to-action or a CTA at the bottom of 

your blog post. This is typically a banner 

or a button that the reader can click on 

to get the premium content offer. Take a 

look at this blog post down at the bottom 

for a sample. You can also include a CTA in 

the sidebar of your blog. Once the reader 

clicks the banner they’re taken to a land-

ing page that contains a web form. The 

reader must submit the form in order to 

gain instant access to the premium con-

tent piece.

JEFF SCHNEIDER
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Once this transaction takes place, the 

prospect has now become an information 

qualified lead. This means that they are 

now qualified to receive more information 

from you in regards to your products and 

services. This does not mean that they are 

ready to be followed up with by someone 

on your sales team however. There’s still 

some more qualification steps needed be-

fore that happens.

Now that we’ve identified an information 

qualified lead, we want to continue to en-

courage them to move through your mar-

keting funnel. You’ll use two tactics to do 

that effectively - email marketing and your 

blog. Here’s how it works:

Using marketing automation, or an ad-

vanced email marketing system, you’ll cre-

ate a sequence of three emails, set to go 

out at predetermined intervals. When the 

prospect downloads your premium con-

tent piece that triggers this email cam-

paign to begin.

The interval you send the emails out de-

pends on your sales cycle, but typically 

they’d go out 3-5 days apart. Each email 

is meant to tease your lead with some ad-

ditional information, and encourage them 

to click on a link that goes back to a blog 

post.

These three blog posts are written the same 

way that you wrote the previous ones. The 

purpose of these posts, however, is to an-

swer the most common questions you 

receive based on your sales process, your 

products or your services. The goal is to 

get the prospect to take action once again 

and to move them a step further through 

your marketing funnel.

So now you understand what the prospects 

objectives are in the Awareness stage and 

how to start meeting their objectives using 

your content marketing assets. In my next 

article we’ll go into depth on the Consid-

eration and Decision stages and I’ll teach 

you the rest of the process for delivering 

highly qualified leads to your sales team.

Until next month, see you online.

JEFF SCHNEIDER
Jeff  Schneider is  a top-rated Internet marketing expert and 
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cl ients increase their  f low of high-qual ity leads using the 
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topics including Internet marketing and social  media.
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“The only way to do great work is to love 
what you do.  If you haven’t found it yet, keep 

looking.  Don’t settle.  As with all matters of the 
heart, you’ll know when you find it.”

-Steve Jobs
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Desire and Pain Sell ing

BY SHERYL WOLOWYK

Desire and Pain Selling

When you want people to buy 

from you, there are a few tech-

niques you absolutely must im-

plement when selling… whether on the 

phone or from the stage.

Potential clients may be attracted by out-

rageous offers, dramatic demonstrations, 

and interesting presentations, but if you 

don’t say the right things, your efforts 

won’t hold much ground. And people will 

probably choose not to buy from you.

If you want your prospects to pull out their 

wallets, you need to aim straight for the 

heart. Hit their emotional buttons. And the 

best way to do that is through pain and 

desire.
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Think about the biggest industries out 

there – finance, health and wellness, beau-

ty – each one hones in on an aspect of 

your life you’re frustrated with. Your bank 

account, your waist line, how you look. All 

huge pain points in our society.

Once they convince you how bad things 

are, they turn it around and show you the 

solution to all of your problems.  How 

you’ll earn more money, get a slimmer 

waist, and achieve smoother skin just by 

buying their product or service. Stirring the 

desire within you for a solution, and trans-

ferring it onto what they are selling.

So, today, I’m going to discuss the quick-

est way to your prospect’s wallet – their 

heart. And how you can tap into two key 

emotions effectively.

We’ll dive deep into what we’re really 

spending our money on...

How to hit pain points effectively in all of 

your sales presentations...

And how to stir the desire that sits deep 

within your prospect’s soul...

What We’re REALLY 
Buying

When you think about it, every product ex-

ists to solve a problem or fulfill a desire.

Medicine is designed to relieve symptoms 

of illnesses, eye glasses are to correct vi-

sion, and bookshelves are to hold and or-

ganize books. All of these things make life 

simpler, better, and more pleasurable.

Obviously not all struggles are equal, but 

for anyone who has a fear, frustration, or 

a problem, it matters. Curing a debilitating 

disease might be more important in the 

grand scheme of things than losing weight 

to look good for a wedding. However, to 

the person who is getting married, feeling 

confident on their wedding day is every-

thing.

Frankly, we buy products and services for 

the outcomes. Solving our biggest prob-

lems, frustrations, and fears. Or making 

our most lofty desires reality. Perhaps a 

combination of both.

Humans are funny creatures, especially 

when it comes to consumerism. It’s been 

proven over and over again that solving 

problems or achieving dreams sells better 

than anything else. You’ll rarely hire a tu-

tor just for the sake of it. However, if you 

were struggling to pass the bar exam, and 

were going to lose your job if you failed it 

one more time, you might hire one. Con-

versely, you might hire one to get you into 

your dream school.

We focus a lot on pain in sales, but it’s im-

portant to understand that not every per-

son who wants to achieve a lofty dream 

has a huge, glaring problem to begin with. 

For example, a groom may want to get in 

shape for his wedding to feel stronger and 

more confident in his body, even though 

he’s not all that unhealthy or out of shape 

to begin with.

SHERYL WOLOWYK
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As an Expertpreneur®, you have to focus 

on the strongest points that would af-

fect a buying decision. What keeps your 

prospect up at night? What is their deep-

est fear, frustration, or problem? How will 

your product help them see a desirable 

outcome? Experience the transformation 

of their dreams?

Only with that knowledge can you give 

a sales presentation, or position an offer 

over the phone, that will stir them to take 

action.

Working With Their Pain

In order to successfully tap into your pros-

pect’s pain, you have to figure out what 

exactly it is.

You have to study your Ideal Client inside 

and out. Their fears, frustrations, problems, 

hopes, and dreams. Where they hang out 

and how they spend their time.

Communicate with them on forums and 

social media. Read their reviews about 

products similar to yours on Amazon. 

Scope out your competition and see what 

they don’t like about them.

As you gather this intelligence, write it all 

down. Create a list of all of their problems, 

line by line. 

By doing this, when it comes time for you 

to create and sell a product, you’ll be able 

to easily choose a strong pain point to fo-

cus on. You’ll be able to solve a huge prob-

lem in your prospect’s life, alleviate a fear, 

or ease a frustration. 

SHERYL WOLOWYK
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And That Will Get Their 
Attention.

Now, when it comes to applying pain 

points, it’s important to consider a very 

popular acronym in copywriting made fa-

mous by Dan Kennedy: Problem. Agitate. 

Problem. Solution. (P.A.P.S.) No matter 

what modality you use, whether it’s sell-

ing from the stage, or closing the deal dur-

ing a free phone consultation, you want to 

consider this formula. 

First, introduce a problem your audience 

is having. Make it crystal clear, and really 

emphasize the worst parts of it.

Think about those before-and-after photos 

in weight-loss ads. The before photos are 

typically awful, right? The lighting is unflat-

tering, the model isn’t well put together, 

and they look unhealthy.

That is because they want to point out just 

how bad that person “has it.” A point you 

want to convey immediately in your sales 

presentation, through a strong headline, 

an image, or a demonstration. 

By doing so, your audience will identify 

immediately with the problem. And you’ll 

have their undivided attention.

Next, you have to make it worse.

You must bring up all of the repercussions 

of going through life with their problem, 

frustration, or fear. For example, if you’re a 

weight-loss coach, you would “agitate” the 

condition of being overweight…

“You are unhappy with your body because 

you lack confidence, are afraid to go to the 

beach, and have several health problems. 

You keep throwing out clothes because 

they no longer fit and you aren’t enjoying 

life as much as other people, because you 

are so self-conscious.

Unfortunately, as you get older it’ll become 

harder and harder to reach your goals. So, 

you’ll keep putting it off, ultimately gaining 

more weight, until it’s too late. Living your 

entire life unhappy, unhealthy, and missing 

out on many of life’s opportunities.”

If you were feeling frustrated with your 

weight situation, that right there would put 

you over the edge. It would wake you up 

to the potential of missing out on life and 

waiting until it’s too late.

However, there is a light at the end of the 

tunnel! Once you’ve agitated the pain until 

it’s overwhelming, you must reveal the so-

lution that will change everything. Stirring 

up their desire within.

Stirring Desire vs. 
Creating Desire

If you’ve ever gone to a car dealership, 

you’ve experienced an attempt at “creat-

ing desire.”

The clichéd greasy salesman doing his 
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darnedest to convince you that you want 

a certain car. That the car’s features will 

change your life. That this is the be-all end-

all of cars.

And inevitably you roll your eyes and walk 

away because he hasn’t convinced you in 

the slightest.

The fact of the matter is that you cannot 

create desire in a person. It just doesn’t 

work. If they don’t have a need for what 

you’re offering, or don’t know they need 

it, or they don’t want it to begin with, then 

they’re not going to buy it.

However, you can stir desire. Get them to 

realize how much they wanted the thing 

you are offering. 

When dealing with people who don’t have 

huge problems, you want to focus on 

showing them their life after getting their 

desires. Driving a cool new car that will 

make them the envy of all of their friends. 

Spending more time with family, traveling 

wherever they want for however long, 

because they have more money, or, like 

I mentioned before, looking great at their 

wedding.

They’ll be able to place themselves in those 

ideal situations and picture life on “the oth-

er side.” Which will make them eager to 

hear how you can help them achieve that. 

This will make way for you to introduce 

your product or service for them to buy.

For those suffering from a problem, it’s 

about showing them the light at the end 

of the tunnel. You see, when you’ve beat-

en down your prospect with how bad their 

problem is, and how much 

worse it could get if they ig-

nore it, they will be in a po-

sition to listen to anything 

positive that could help 

them. And that’s where 

your big hopeful promise 

comes in!

Take the opportunity to 

show them a day in their 

life after using your solu-

tion. Remember, people 

buy outcomes not features 

of your product or service. 

If you were continuing 
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with our previous weight-loss example, 

you might say, “What if I told you there 

was a way out? Imagine waking up in the 

morning, looking in the mirror, and smiling 

at what you see. Picking up that old pair 

of jeans from college and sliding them on, 

no problem. Going out to the beach, and 

confidently donning your bathing suit for 

all to see. Your friends are shocked at your 

transformation. They all want to know your 

secret. When you go to work, you become 

the envy of the office.”

Suddenly life sounds a lot better right? 

Wouldn’t you be dying to know how this 

was possible? What could possibly turn 

this dream into a reality?

That’s where you introduce your product 

or service. The thing they can buy to expe-

rience the transformation they’ve always 

hoped and dreamed for. Show them what 

it can do, provide social proof that it has 

worked, and you will have created a com-

pelling case for your prospect to spend 

their money with you.

The	Most	Effective	Sales	
Method

Truly, if you want to sell, you have to adopt 
desire and pain into your presentations. 
These approaches will resonate much bet-
ter with your prospects than anything else.

Harnessing emotions in this way may seem 
manipulative, but it’s only negative if you 
are being unscrupulous. Commit your-
self to helping others, creating valuable, 
informative, and actionable products and 
services, and staying with your prospects 
throughout the process and you’ll truly be 
their savior.

The next time you create a presentation, 
whether selling from the stage, over the 
phone, on a webinar, in person, or through 
a sales letter, see how you can present a 
pain point. Think about your industry and 
what is a pressing concern for your Ideal 
Client and put that front and center in your 
piece.

You will discover that you get a bigger re-
sponse from your audience for it and im-
prove your bottom line.

SHERYL WOLOWYK 
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Every Failure Brings with it
A SEED OF SUCCESS

BY LISA RYAN

“Great power can be accumulated through no other principle 
than that of the master mind.”  

Napoleon Hill
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In 1987, I joined my first master mind 

group.  If you are not familiar with 

the term “master mind,” it is a group 

of like-minded individuals who come to-

gether in a spirit of encouragement and 

support.  In my group, I was introduced 

to powerful books and concepts that still 

impact my life today including: “Think and 

Grow Rich,” “The Magic of Thinking Big,” 

and “How to Win Friends and Influence 

People.”  My mind was stretched, never to 

revert to its original dimensions.

To form or join a master mind group, chose 

members who are at different levels in their 

expertise and career.  If you’re the smartest 

or the wealthiest person in the group, it’s 

probably not the right group for you, un-

less you are there to take on a mentoring 

role.  Look for people who have achieved 

the level of success you want.  This helps 

you learn from the experience (and mis-

takes) of others, helping you progress at a 

more rapid rate.

How do you find a master mind group?  

Ask.  Some groups have been around 

awhile and because of the relationships 

built are not open to accepting new mem-

bers.  Don’t take it personally; you’ll want 

that same type of commitment in your 

group.  If you can’t find one that’s already 

established, find a few people that have 

similar goals and set a time to meet con-

sistently.  Make sure there is some struc-

ture to the meetings in order that every-

one gets what they need out of the group.

You’ll find that when you associate with 

people that encourage you to “go for it” 

when it comes to your dreams and goals, 

that you’ll reach the pinnacle of your pro-

fessional pursuits faster than you ever 

thought possible.

Have fun,

Lisa

PS - You can literally feel it when the minds 

of the people in your group synchronize 

and become a “master mind.”

LISA RYAN
As Founder of Grategy,  Lisa Ryan works with corporations, 
associat ions,  and non-profits  to create stronger employee and 
customer engagement,  retention and satisfaction,  leading to 
increased profits .  She is  the author of s ix books,  and co-stars in 
two documentaries:  the award-winning: “The Keeper of the Keys,” 
and “The Gratitude Experiment.”    Br ing Lisa to your next event: 
www.grategy.com, l isa@grategy.com, or 216-225-8027.

LISA RYAN

Every Failure Brings with it  a  Seed of  Success
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Listen to ExpertPreneur® Radio

Elton Pride 
In this episode Elton Pride will share insights into how to find your message 
that you can share with the world.  Elton talks about the one element you 
need to move forward in a big way if you want to transform your life and 
elevate your business as he talks about The Stop EffectTM

Jay Fiset
Jay Fiset, will dispel some of the myths; share some of the trade tricks, and 
inspire YOU to launch your Mastermind now.  In this episode he shares 
breakthrough mastermind secrets that can add 6 figures to your bottom line 
profitability, joyfully and easily.

Steve Kloyda
Tune in to Steve Kloyda of TheProspectingExpert.com as he shares some 
powerful ideas that he has developed, used, refined and personally tested 
with more than 1,000,000 (yes that’s one MILLION!) sales and prospecting 
calls.

Catrice Jackson
Join Catrice Jackson to learn about the power of branding, how to show up 
as a top-shelf brand and how to use your brand to increase your profitability.
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• Having a successful business requires differen-
tiating yourself so you stand out as the obvious 
choice to do business with, we’ll show you how.  

• Learn a 5 step process for creating a fool proof sales 
process.

• Learn techniques on how to grow your business with 
LinkedIn, blogging, funnel marketing strategies, and 
a new marketing model that’s sure to increase your  
conversions.  

• Get tips on incorporating your story lines to help build 
your business.

Feeling Like you
Missed Something?

Don’t Worry.
Order Back Issues
with Just one Click

Issue 01

Issue 02
In this Issue:

In this Issue:



• In this edition learn how to exponentially grow your ‘expert’ 
business with tips on doing joint venture marketing.

• This edition will also give you advice on what you can do to 
become a more confident speaker.

• Get a free course worth $149, that uncovers social trends 
that you absolutely must pay attention to if you are going to 
have effective marketing.  This program will help you leave 
your competition far behind.

• Learn how to increase response to your social media 
updates, network effectively, and build rapport with your 
prospects.  

• You’ll find out how having a company manifesto can build 
connection and differentiate you from the competition.  

• We’ll also share 7 bad habits you definitely want to avoid in 
your writing so prospects lean in to hear more rather than 
run in the other direction.  

Issue 04

Issue 03

Issue 05
In this Issue:

In this Issue:

In this Issue:
• We show you how to craft a powerful elevator pitch that 

draws people in and has them wanting to know more about 
you and your business.  

• Discover effective networking techniques that will help you 
grow your list of clients.

• Learn 4 hot ways to market yourself that will have clients 
knocking on your door. 



• Learn “Guerilla Marketing” tactics to differentiate your business, 
copywriting techniques that will draw in your audience, and how 
to “power-up your platform” to have the visibility and reach you 
desire.

• You’ll also learn how to grow your list with part 3 of our effective 
landing page series, and how to successfully do joint venture 
partnerships to exponentially grow your income.

• We’ll also share ideas on how to develop productive habits to get 
you where you want to go faster, easier, and with far less effort.

Issue 07

Issue 06

Issue 08

In this Issue:

In this Issue:
• We share strategies on how to manage your time effectively 

to get the most important things done, and uncover the things 
that are holding you back from success in your ‘expert’ business.  

• We also uncover important strategies to increase leads to your 
‘expert’ business with effective landing pages and impactful 
blogging. 

• You’ll also discover how you can get instant credibility, exposure, 
plus make more money with radio and podcasts.  It’s all here in 
Edition 06.

• You’ll discover the revolutionary new way of selling that will forever 
change the way you approach the sales conversation.  

• Learn how to simplify things for maximum profit; discover tactics 
to reach decisions quickly; and get clarity on your business 
destination to fulfill your vision and have the impact you desire.  

• You’ll also understand where prospects are in their buyer’s journey 
and get tips on how to spice up your stories to connect with 
prospects to build rapport and increase sales.

In this Issue:
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Bringing on New Customers:   Your Sales Process

Entrepreneurs, like sales people, are 
in the business of bringing in new 
business. If we don’t seek to add 

customers, or develop more opportuni-
ties with our existing clients, our ventures 
fail to grow. We are essentially in a sales 
process each time we do market research, 
prospect, and engage with clients. Being 
great at our sales process helps us build a 
successful business.

Early on in my career I had the privilege 
and honor of being a sales producer under 

the leadership and guidance of Tom 
Vanyo, a master salesman, motiva-
tor, mentor and friend.

I remember a comment he said to 
me in the spring of 1984, “If you 
don’t make a major change today, 
you will be doing the same thing 
next week, next month and next 
year.” Tom had asked me on sev-
eral occasions prior to that day the 
importance of keeping track of my 
numbers.

I typically responded with, “What 
does it matter. I’m already one of your top 
producers.” I made all the excuses like av-
erage salespeople, “I’m too busy, it’s more 
paperwork, I don’t have time and what 
does it really matter.” Here was the bot-
tom line, did I really want to know? It was 
too easy to go home at the end of the day 
and pat myself on the back and say I had 
a busy day. Busy doing what? There was 
something in his tone that day that really 
got my attention. It was a day I will never 

forget.

BY STEVE KLOYDA

YOUR SALES PROCESS  

Bringing On New Customers:
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I went back into my office and started 

making some major changes to my own 

sales process. I started keeping track of 

every dial, contact, appointment, sale and 

how many times each day I would ask for 

a referral. The numbers revealed how little 

I was actually doing each day. I thought 

I was really productive but I wasn’t. I got 

faked out by being busy. My paycheck re-

vealed I was one of Tom’s top producers, 

however my daily numbers told the whole 

truth.

Over the next twelve months I made sev-
eral significant changes and those chang-
es had a significant impact on my results. 
I doubled my income that year and what I 
found interesting, I didn’t work more hours. 
I was simply more productive during each 
hour. You will never know what’s working 
and what’s not unless you keep track.

Are the basics and fundamentals of sales 
still valid today as they were in 1984 or 
even 100 years ago? My answer is yes! I 
love what Jim Rohn, the great business 
philosopher, said many years ago, “There 
are no new basics and fundamentals.” It’s 
so true. The basics and fundamentals of 
sales have not changed in thousands of 
years of recorded history.

What has changed over the years is how 
we connect, educate and engage with 
our prospects and customers. Years ago 
we used to connect by foot or horseback. 
Then along came the railroad, then the tel-
egraph, telephone, then the internet, web-
sites, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and so 
on. Sales is a contact sport. In other words, 
being in the presence of the prospect or 

customer. Whether that’s by phone, voice-
mail, email, face to face or even connect-
ing through social media.

Do you have a sales process for your busi-
ness? If you do, and it is documented and 
honed, it will serve you as you grow.

The Five Most Important 
Steps In The Sales 
Process:

• Step 1: What is the purpose of this phone 
call, email, voicemail or meeting?

• Step 2: Who is the right person I need to 
talk with to get the right results?

• Step 3: What is the game plan for this 
call or meeting?

• Step 4: What is the solution for this pros-
pect or customer?

• Step 5: Have I clearly communicated 
the next step?

Step 1: WHY.  
This step establishes the ‘why’. Sticking to 
the purpose of a call, meeting, or voice-
mail will keep you on track throughout 
your presentation.

Step 2: WHO. 
This step identifies the ‘who’. It will point 
you to the decision maker. It is important 
that you are speaking with the right people 
to produce the right results. 

• How much time do you waste talking 
with the wrong people? 

STEVE KLOYDA

Bringing on New Customers:   Your Sales Process
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• Who is your target audience? 

• Where are they located? 

Step 3: HOW. 
This step establishes the ‘how’. Preparing 
for each call or meeting is how you pro-
ject knowledge, confidence, and a profes-
sional tone. 

• How often have you found yourself in 
the middle of a meeting or phone call 
not prepared? 

• What happens to your confidence? 

• What communication tools are you go-
ing to utilize to connect with your pros-
pect or customer?

• What days and times during the week 
are the best times to contact your pros-
pect or customer?

• What skills have you developed to work 
though their objections? 

• Remember this, if you are confident, 
others will be confident in you. 

Step 4: WHAT. 
This step defines ‘what’ key questions will 

help you identify their problems, which will 
allow you to recommend the right prod-
ucts and services. So often a customer is 
not even aware of their problems or they 
are not sure what they want. It’s important 
to help them become aware of the poten-
tial problems they may experience without 
your product or service.
 

Step 5: WHERE. 
This step directs the ‘where’ - communi-

cating the next step helps guide the pros-

pect or client to make decisions that serve 

them well. 

• Is the prospect or customer clear about 

the next steps that will help them solve 

their problems?

• How are you going to ask for their busi-

ness?

Following these five steps will help you de-

velop a simple, repeatable sales method-

ology that will take the guess-work out of 

each call you make or meeting you con-

duct. You’ll be prepared for anything you 

face, even the tough ones.

What does your list look like?

STEVE KLOYDA 
As Founder of The Prospecting Expert™, Steve Kloyda helps his 
cl ients attract more prospects,  retain more cl ients,  and drive 
more sales.  Be inspired,  encouraged, and empowered by his  dai ly, 
weekly,  and monthly resources to take your sales to the next level; 
f ind out more at  www.TheProspectingExpert.com.
 
Phone Number:  612-454-1426 (Steve or Jane)

STEVE KLOYDA

Bringing on New Customers:   Your Sales Process
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Perhaps you’ve heard someone say, 

“I need to see something to under-

stand it,” or “It’s easier for me to 

remember information if I read it.” These 

comments refer to different learning styles, 

of which there are seven. 

1. Visual (spatial): Prefer using pictures, 

images, and spatial understanding.

2. Aural (auditory-musical): Prefer using 

sound and music.

3. Verbal (linguistic): Prefer using words, 

both in speech and writing.

ROCHELLE CARTER

Build Your Business -Write a Book 

Use Apps to Create Your Content

BY ROCHELLE CARTER

Build Your Business, 
Write a Book
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4. Physical (kinesthetic): Prefer using your 

body, hands and sense of touch.

5. Logical (mathematical): Prefer using 

logic, reasoning and systems.

6. Social (interpersonal): Prefer to learn in 

groups or with other people.

7. Solitary (intrapersonal): Prefer to work 

alone and use self-study.

The most effective teachers and educa-

tors incorporate several learning styles in 

the classroom because they realize not all 

students learn in the same manner.

This is also true for how writers craft their 

stories. Some prefer to write longhand 

while others are more comfortable on a 

keyboard. Some writers like to outline their 

story, while others prefer to plot as they 

go along. Some writers can compose for 

hours on end, while others get burnt out 

after just a few hours.

Writing in the last decade has also 

undergone a major shift from the tangible 

(desktop) to the virtual (cloud). With the 

advent of iPads, tablets, smartphones, 

and other devices that support word 

processing capabilities and so much more, 

the possibilities and places to express and 

enhance one’s writing skills are exploding. 

Technology offers a variety of tools many 

authors find helpful in creating their 

content and is giving writers better tools to 

keep their wits and pencils sharp. Here are 

some apps that will help you cut through 

writers block and get your content out of 

your head and onto the “paper”. 

Take some time to experiment with differ-

ent writing styles, techniques, and tools 

to identify your writing style. Taking time 

to discover how and when you work best 

enables you to be more productive, more 

organized, more relaxed, and more suc-

cessful. 

Welcome to the tools for the independent, 

innovative and iconic 21st century “author-

preneur”.

MS Word

This may seem like a no-brainer, but did 

you know that MS Word has a variety of 

under-utilized tips and tricks to keep your 

writing on track? Utilize the heading styles 

to separate your chapters. The style head-

ers also allow you to create a clickable Ta-

ble of Contents.

ROCHELLE CARTER

Build Your Business -Write a Book 
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BONUS TIP: If you use the heading styles 

to organize your work, you can also move 

entire sections of content around at will 

and even delete entire sections by using 

the Navigation view.

Scrivener 
This popular, feature-rich program is great 

for writing books, articles, short stories, 

and even screenplays. The tool has “Pro-

ject Binders” which can also hold notes, 

research, pictures and more so you have 

one place for the whole ecosystem of 

your book.

BONUS TIP: You can create your own 

eBooks by compiling and exporting from 

Scrivener. You will need to check your cre-

ated files very carefully but for plain text 

novels with little complications; this is a 

no-brainer.

XMind
Mind mapping is one of the best ways to 

capture your thoughts and bring them to 

life in visual form. Beyond just note-taking, 

though, mind maps can help you become 

more creative, remember more, and solve 

problems more effectively. 

A great mind-mapping tool like XMind can 

be used to clarify thinking, manage com-

plex information, run brainstorming and 

get work organized.

BONUS TIP: Use the Drill Down function-

ality to focus on a specific branch of your 

mind map. When drilling down, the fo-

cused branch will be displayed as the cen-

tral branch. It’s a new level, not new map. 

By selecting one topic and clicking the drill 

down icon at toolbar, you can see the se-

lected topic and its subtopics on a tempo-

rary mind map without distractions from 

the other topics.

Dragon NaturallySpeaking

This tool takes dictation as you speak, 

which will save time and energy re-visiting 

your content later. Simply speak your sec-

tions or chapter titles as you go along and 

you are set!

BONUS TIP: In addition to voice com-

mands and the ability to import vocabu-

lary lists, the tool also allows you to quickly 

and easily post to Facebook or Twitter at 

any time – no matter what application is 

currently active on the screen.  

MS OneNote

Using the Insert tab, you can record au-

dio and connect it to the Chapter you are 

speaking about.

1. Start recording your audio

2. Type the name of the chapter or sub-

heading as you say the title

3. Continue talking about this topic

4. Once recorded, you can transcribe it 

ROCHELLE CARTER

Build Your Business -Write a Book 
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yourself, use Fiverr.com or an editor to 

transcribe it for you

EverNote

Evernote lets you capture photos, articles, 

and even music you like, storing it and or-

ganizing it for you so you can easily ref-

erence it later. You can record much the 

same as with MS OneNote, but with a 

greater ease of transferring the final out-

put for a third party to transcribe. I also find 

that EverNote works better on my mobile 

so you can record on the go and add notes 

to go with your recording from anywhere.

BONUS TIP: As we start to own multiple 

devices, things like maintaining an orderly 

list of articles you want to read or main-

taining an organized set of bookmarks or 

photos you want to keep, becomes a bit 

more of a challenge. It is easy to send it all 

directly to your Evernote account, tagged 

and categorized in its own notebook. 

When emailing something to your Ever-

note account, in the subject line you put 

the notebook name in front of “@” (so @

makeuseof for anything to go into the 

MakeUseOf notebook, for example) and 

all tags need to have the hashtag before it 

(so #makeuseof).  Note that the notebook 

needs to already exist in your Evernote ac-

count.  Evernote won’t create it for you 

automatically when the email arrives.

ROCHELLE CARTER
Rochelle Carter is  the Publisher at  El lechor Media LLC, an award-
winning publishing company with three imprints.  Rochelle has 
received national  recognit ion for her leadership and professional 
achievements. 

She is  also author of The 7-Step Guide To Authorpreneurship,  a book 
widely endorsed by bestsel l ing authors and industry professionals 
that is  designed to help authors have a successful  career.

ROCHELLE CARTER

Build Your Business -Write a Book 



SUBSCRIBE
to ExpertPreneur® Magazine today.

Subscribe to ExpertPreneur® 
Magazine today and receive 

one month FREE!
Subscribe today and take advantage of 
this time-limited promotion to receive 

each edition for only $1.99.  That’s 
close to 70% off the cover price and 
less than a cup of coffee!  So what 

are you waiting for?  Hit the Subscribe 
button and start building the business 

you’ve always dreamed of.

Click the Subscribe button Now.

When you subscribe you receive: 
• Online and offline marketing strategies to reach 

more of your ideal clients and make your cash 
register ring 

• Tips and insights on effective sales approaches 
that that don’t make you sound “salesy” or 
make you feel uncomfortable.  

• Ideas on how to position your value so you 
reach more clients and get paid what you’re 
worth.

• Advice on how to improve your operations, 
automate your processes, and save time and 
money.

• Strategies for creating a multi-channel 
marketing platform to extend your reach and 
build your brand.

• Tools, templates, how to guides, and step-
by-step blueprints to accelerate your income 
so you can stop trading hours for dollars and 
instead leverage your time and your talents to 
grow your business.

• Productivity and effectiveness strategies to 
not only improve your business but personal 
development as well.

• Suggestions on how to create a business that 
fits your life, so that you build your wealth but 
not at the expense of your health, happiness 
and wellbeing.
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“Whatever the mind of man can conceive 
and believe, the mind can achieve.”

-Napolean Hill
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5 Simple Ways to Declutter Your Life 

5 Simple Ways to 
DECLUTTER YOUR LIFE

BY NOAH ST. JOHN

I ’ve always said that if I ever leave the 

personal growth industry and start 

another business, it would be in the 

self-storage business. Why? Because 

people are obsessed with buying stuff! And 

when there’s too much stuff in the house, 

they put the car outside and put the stuff 

in the garage. Then, when the garage is 

full, do they get rid of their stuff? No, they 

buy another storage unit! Some of you are 

laughing right now, and some of you are 

not, because it’s hitting too close to home. 

The point is, many of my clients have faced 

this problem; so if you’re facing this issue 

of overwhelm and clutter, you’re definitely 

not alone. 

The question is: WHY do we need to de-

clutter in the first place? Why don’t we just 

“let things be”? One of the main reasons 

it’s essential to declutter your life, is that 

if you have clutter, it’s hard for something 

better to come in. 

For example, have you ever noticed that 

when you clear stuff out of your home or 
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office space, you feel better? I 

know you’ve noticed this.

For example, after one of my 

coaching clients decluttered her 

office, her business doubled in 

less than 90 days!

Another one of my clients had 

so much clutter when she came 

to me, she couldn’t even see 

the carpet in her office. Then, I 

helped her install this Power Hab-

it and she began to systematical-

ly declutter her life. She told me 

it took 17 garbage bags to clear 

all the clutter from her office. But 

guess what happened? In less 

than four months, she had made 

enough extra money in her busi-

ness that she was able to replace 

the carpet that she couldn’t even 

see before!

Another coaching client came to 

me complaining of clutter. I en-

couraged her to declutter her of-

fice. She did so, and found $150 

worth of gift cards that she had 

lost two years earlier. Wouldn’t it 

be nice to get paid to declutter 

your home office? 

Here are 5 simple 
ways to declutter 
your life…

NOAH ST.  JOHN

5 Simple Ways to Declutter Your Life 
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1. Don’t complain that you 
have to declutter your life. 

Instead, be grateful that you have some-

thing (a home, an office, a body, a life) to 

keep clean in the first place.

2. Remember that to 
declutter your life is a 
continuous, not a onetime 
act. 

One of my college professors was a prac-

ticing Buddhist monk. He would often re-

mind us, “Half of life is cleaning.” That’s a 

good reminder for all of us. 

3. Declutter your head 
trash. 

Think about the negative things you say to 

yourself regularly: “I’m too old to change… 

I’ve made too many mistakes… I probably 

can’t do it.” Remove those thoughts from 

your head just like you would remove the 

trash from your home. 

4. If you’re stuck, bring in 
a professional. 

If you are really stuck with decluttering your 

life, bring in someone to help you –for ex-

ample, a professional organizer, business 

or life coach, even a friend who enjoys or-

ganizing things (yes, these people do ex-

ist!). There are plenty of resources to help 

you. Don’t feel like you have to do it alone. 

5.	Use	Afformations.	

Afformations are empowering questions 

that help you declutter your brain. For ex-

ample, you can afform Why am I so good 

at organizing? or Why do I love being or-

ganized? You can also get the first 2 chap-

ters of The Book of Afformations free at 

www.afformationsbook.com 

Noah’s Note: When you clear the clutter, 

you make room for better things to come 

in.

JEFF SCHNEIDER	
Noah St.  John is  the best-sel l ing author of The Book of 
Afformations:  Discovering The Missing Piece to Abundant Health, 
Wealth,  Love,  and Happiness  (Hay House).  Noah is  famous for 
inventing Afformations® and creating customized strategies for 
fast-growing companies and leading organizations around the 
world. 

NOAH ST.  JOHN

5 Simple Ways to Declutter Your Life 
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Failing to Plan is 
PLANNING TO FAIL

Starting out on your Expertpreneur® 
journey is exciting.

You’re ready to create the business of your 
dreams, help as many clients as possible, 
and become financially independent. You 
feel positive and nothing can get in your 
way.

But when you sit down to start working, 
you’re stuck. Where do you begin? Who 
do you contact? What materials do you 
need?

Starting a business with no plan is like driv-
ing across North America without a map 
or GPS. You won’t know which way to be-
gin, and you’ll surely have no idea where 
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to turn when you inevitably come to a 
crossroad.

So, today, I want to discuss the importance 
of creating a plan. And how you can get 
started on the right foot in your business.

You’ll see why you must have a roadmap 
for your success...

The most important elements you must 
include as an Expertpreneur®...

And the biggest secret of all when it comes 
to creating a plan...

Why Should You Create a 
Business and Marketing 
Plan?

When you set out on a trip, you typically 
know where you want to go, right?

Even if you run into a detour, or construc-

tion, or incredible amounts of traffic, you 

can find a way around it. It may be frustrat-

ing, but finding a solution to the problem 

is simple: you map out an alternate route. 

A road less traveled, perhaps. 

This is doubly crucial to finding success 

in your business. As an Expertpreneur® 

with an active mind full of great ideas, you 

could very easily become distracted with-

out a clear cut plan. You may start on one 

project, get an idea for another, and want 

to move on before the first one is com-

plete.

Beyond that, you won’t feel confidence in 

your decisions, and you’ll be overwhelmed 

by the amount of choices ahead of you. 

Imagine coming up to a four-way intersec-

tion in a place you don’t recognize, without 

any sort of navigation tools, and no idea of 

where you’re going. You will probably be 

frustrated or even nervous and upset.

This analogy might be hard to conceive 

in a time with GPS’s, cell phones, tablets, 

what have you. But, that is what operating 

a business without a plan is like. You are 

setting yourself up for constant frustration 

and, ultimately, failure.

Another reason to have a plan is that it le-

gitimizes your business. When you write 

out a “formal” plan with projected income 

and expenses, a solid idea of your prod-

ucts and services, target market, and mar-

keting methods, your business suddenly 

becomes real. You develop more confi-

dence.

And others will take you more seriously, as 

well.

Imagine having to make a decision about 

marketing, and knowing in full confidence 

that one choice is superior to the other 

because it fits in with your plan. Even more 

empowering is turning something down 

because it doesn’t fit in with your plan.

You become the boss of your life and your 

business, with clear-cut goals and am-

bitions. You wake up every day knowing 

where you’re going, with a strong idea of 
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how to get there. And nothing will deter 

you in any way.

So, How Can You Put 
Together a Plan?
For something that is such a solid founda-

tion for your business, business plans are 

actually somewhat fluid.

What I mean is, there is no set formula re-

garding the amount of information you 

must include. Each industry requires differ-

ent things and the level of detail you prefer 

may also vary depending on how you will 

use your plan.

Yet, across the board there is information 

any business needs to understand:

1. Your Vision and 
Mission 

This is the section where you get 

to share your [goals] as a com-

pany. What is your goal as an Ex-

pertpreneur®? How are you go-

ing to contribute to your target 

market? What do you bring to 

the table? How will you make 

a difference?

It’s important to lay this out 

as if you were sharing it 

with someone. Much like 

your elevator pitch. How-

ever, don’t worry about 

honing it down for these 

purposes. Feel free to flesh out your idea 

as much as possible.

2. Your Bio 

Who are you? What is your background? 

What makes you qualified at what you do?  

Why should a prospective client choose to 

work with you?

Just having your credentials down on pa-

per can help you feel legitimately quali-

fied to offer your services. Not to mention 

it’ll impress any-

one you show 

it to! This is 

also a great 

foundation 

for your 
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“About Me” page on your website – the 

most important page for an Expertpre-

neur®.

3. Your Niche and Their 
Problems 

If you’ve been following my advice 

at all, you’ve heard me talk quite a bit 

about identifying your target market and 

uncovering their deepest fears, problems 

and frustrations, their goals, hopes and 

dreams. This is your chance to put them 

all in one place, reminding you who you 

want to reach out to and serve, and insights 

that will help you connect with your target 

market.

This section is not only helpful in defin-

ing your business, but will position you to 

confidently decline work from clients who 

won’t fully appreciate what you offer. And 

this leads to...

4. Your Products and 
Services 

What are you going to offer? One-on-One 

coaching? Group sessions? VIP days, Mas-

termind Sessions, Information products?

I recommend narrowing down your fo-

cus to a few things to start out. There’s 

always room for growth. Think long and 

hard about the business you want to cre-

ate. And be sure to check out my other 

articles about [honing in on projects one 

at a time.] 

5. Your Marketing Plan

How will you reach out to your target mar-
ket? What modalities will you use? What 
types of communication?

It’s good to have a marketing strategy out 
of the gate, so you have an immediate 
goal.  For example, your lead generation 
plan might include contacting a local de-
mographic getting married in July, offer-
ing a free report with tips for “toning your 
body to fit perfectly in your wedding dress” 
if they go to a special link. Those who sign 
up will be put into an email funnel, ulti-
mately leading them to the sales page for 
your fitness info product.

To make this happen you’d need to devel-
op a free report, a sales letter to mail your 
email funnel, and landing pages. Clear 
goals for what you need to do to get your 
marketing set up to bring in business.

6. Your Long-Term Goals

What are you hoping to accomplish? How 

much do you want your business to make 

annually? In how many years do you want 

to reach that goal?

Often, just putting a number down will re-

move your mental limitations on what you 

can accomplish, and switch your thinking 

to, “This is real. How can I make it hap-

pen?” It also helps you set your fees as an 

expert and price your products. It will also 

help you calculate how many products or 

services you must sell each month to hit 

your income target.
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Of course, there’s a lot more you can in-

clude in your plan. You can include sec-

tions on the finances of your business 

– how much you plan on investing in de-

veloping new products or in marketing, 

how much everything will cost to run your 

business, etc… You can also include a sec-

tion on your competition, and how you 

differentiate yourself from them.

The list goes on and on, but with these 

six points, you have a strong foundation 

to get started on a concrete plan. And at 

least have a solid definition of who you 

are, where you want to be, and what you 

want to create.  So whether you’ve been 

in business for a while and just need to get 

some clarity, or you are just starting out, 

creating a plan goes a long way for getting 

you going in the right direction.

The One Missing Piece

All that said, there is still another element 

you must consider if you are hoping for 

true success in your business: the possibil-

ity for change.

No matter how detailed a plan you might 

create, you will have to adjust for real life. 

No businessperson has ever experienced 

a straight line to success. There will be 

twists, turns, and all kinds of bumps along 

the way.

It’s nothing to be nervous about. In fact, by 

having a business plan as your foundation, 

you are more likely to know how to ad-

dress these problems as they come.

Imagine if you were planning a huge mar-
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keting campaign on a social media plat-

form your target market hangs out on, and 

suddenly a rule changes that won’t allow 

you to advertise. (Which, by the way, could 

very likely happen. SMS marketing used to 

be a useful tactic, and it is now illegal with-

out prior consent.)

If you have no plan, you might get serious-

ly thrown off. But if you know your target 

market, you can regroup and think, “okay, 

where else can I advertise where they will 

see it?” You can readjust your plan, and still 

reach them.

And that’s just one potential roadblock. 

There could be a huge shift in your mar-

ket that affects how your Ideal Clients 

view your product or service. Or perhaps 

a smaller-scale problem, like your website 

host going down.

The important thing is to create a plan, but 

not become married to it. Understand that 

change can and will happen.

When you run your business this way, you 

will ultimately save yourself time and mon-

ey in the long run. You’ll know exactly what 

to do when problems arise. And you’ll be a 

lot less stressed for it.

A More Enjoyable Journey

A business plan is the key to making your 

life and your Expertpreneur® business 

E.S.L. - Easy, Simple, and Lucrative. You’ll 

end up focusing on a few small things that 

will have the biggest impact in your busi-

ness. And it will be easier to not sweat the 

rest.

And when something gets in the way, you’ll 

be able to reevaluate your decisions from 

a position of strength, because you’ll know 

exactly who you are and where you want 

to be. Certainly a lot better than flounder-

ing around.

Finally, having that plan will help you feel 

like you’re building a real business. It will 

take your dream and put it right in front of 

your eyes in black and white. Your plans 

will become reality, and you’ll position 

yourself for success.

This is a pretty good place to build from, 

isn’t it?
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